ABSTRACT The study investigates the grilling system teachers applied at school to know the learners’ answers and “the” teachers’ reasons for achieving students’ speaking competence in English classrooms. The qualitative method is chosen to see the researcher’s question responses, the observation in the classroom, and some questions toward the educators. As the findings implied, the two teachers required prompting, changing cognitive demand levels, and providing additional information in display type more dominant than others questions strategies and effective communication. The teacher at the private school repeated the questions and translated them into Indonesia or mixed the questions to relieve the learners’ understanding about inquiries and responses effectively. Nevertheless, the totality of English was engaged by the teacher at the state school. The students were easier to understand simpler after the teacher explores many questions and applied much longer time toward the wait time method. The study presented the helpful results of the questions used when the teachers operated in the teaching and learning process and upgraded learners’ responses in participating in the learning process. This study offered effective teachers’ questioning strategies in increasing learners’ communicative skills, particularly in achieving speaking competence.
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A. INTRODUCTION

It is an essential part of the English as a Foreign Language learning process in the classroom teaching. The educator possesses several essential targets in delivering the knowledge toward the learners, such as the learners are able to speak English well with others. There are several cases students face when they have great will to communicate in the English language. Finally, they cannot reach their goals because of several factors till they feel bored in the classroom. “The interface of educator in increasing students’ capability must be a very crucial factor” (Alanazi & Widin, 2018:34). Moreover, the English teacher has a critical factor in reviving the lazy students in the classroom to be more active. The educator has to be
more creative to create provocative questions for students so that they participate with other students, such as the teacher should not apply complex questions such as (why and how) before applying informative questions such as (what, when, where, who).

Classroom interaction process determines the language learning successful; it is caused by the engagement of the teachers and the learners in the classroom interaction. Some understandings of language classroom talk have experienced in many sectors. Nunan (1993) observed that the classroom speech that happened in the class is a distinctive type. It explains that the oral practice of language becomes a matter of discourse in the classroom language. The same point with it, Allahyar and Nazari (2012:12) quarreled that “applied beneficial questions will more endorse the process of learning and communication in the class.” Therefore, to maintain the learning process, the teacher needs to be creative by creating several important methods to make the students active in responding to the questions.

The teacher has an essential role and determines the students' high participation in teaching effectively to understand the materials easily. Interactive teaching methods make the learners feel more enjoy the classroom activity instead of the uninteractive class (Hand and Keles, 2012). The teachers in the classroom interactions create the communication core so that the learning role is more significant. The educators can apply questions methods to accomplish answers from the students (Yang, 2017). It means that in pursuing good learning and teaching, the teacher should be more creative. Nowadays, the methods of the questions that some teachers apply are not appropriate and not effective. When the teachers ask the questions without knowing the answers, it will get several problems in regular teachings. Finally, the authority of classroom teaching will be affected.

The teacher must need speaking competence when giving the question strategies to make the learners more enthusiastic. Bailey (2000) declared that to achieve the learners speaking skill the teachers should possess the good competence in speaking skill. In creating a communicative learning process to develop the teaching and learning activity, the educator needs speaking skills. Besides, the teacher's method in applying the questions must use an effective and attractive approach to make it easier to communicate and interact.

Furthermore, in the Nigerian study, many schools' location becomes a significant factor that can affect the students' achievement proven by some studies in getting the intellectual competence. On the contrary, Zappala (2002) and Macmillan's (2012) findings stated that the locations of the places in not important to be a factor and there is no reason to affect the learner's outcome and competence in village or city school that is given the same experiment.

Additionally, research accomplished by Affandi (2015) concerning “display and referential questions” employed in delivering speaking skills illustrated that a lot of teachers applying “display questions” more than referential questions. For illustration, teachers employed “display questions” in demonstrating speaking. Nevertheless, the referential questions are expected to be applied to promote a real contact and display open discussion in the teaching space (Affandi, 2015). Comparably, Nizma's study (2017) discovered that the educators exercised more “display questions” than “referential questions” since the learners possess a standard capacity in communication expertise established on their empirical of the subject. Furthermore, since the content of the subject that was given to the learners in inviting participation, the teacher employed many “display questions”. In addition, established on two preceding findings, it can be seen there are considerably dissimilarity consequences. Besides, Nizma's study (2017) disclosed that teachers in private school incline to employ display questions. On the other hand, Affandi’s study (2015) established that teachers in state school applied more in “referential questions” in practicing English.

Refers to previous research on how to ask teachers to the students about materials provided and how the teachers at different schools applied different techniques. So, this study is going to assess the strategies of questioning in achieving students’ speaking competence in English classroom. Additionally, the difference in questioning strategies are used by English teachers in achieving students speaking skills will be overviewed.

In sequence to solve the researcher’s novelty apportioning with educator’s inquiring and explaining approach in explaining English to persuade learners’ classroom interface, so that, the study aims to explore the approaches are applied by teachers to accomplish discourse skill for tenth students, to distinguish the learners’ reactions concerning teachers’ approaches applied in classroom, to distinguish the aim why the approaches applied are not same.
B. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Questions are the most corporate design of classroom activity. The teacher initiates the answers, one of the student's answers, the teacher gives feedback, initiates the next question, and so on (Sinclair & Couthard, 1975). Some considerations should be used by the teacher when providing the question. It is a universally used activation technique in the process of learning and teaching. Moreover, the teacher must have reasons why he or she asks the question to the students and have knowledge about the criteria and strategies for questioning.

Appropriate to the important of questioning as a teaching method, questioning strategies that used by the teacher are received as a consideration amount of attention in a teacher education. According to Wigle (1999) a strategy that used to ask the questions had better reach the next purposes: enthusiastically comprise all learners in the process of learning; create an struggle to arrange a response in fostering all learners; permit sufficient wait-time for processing of cognitive; and engage the higher-level thinking to case opportunities for learners. However, Lewis (2007) asserts that question performs a core role in the instruction development, teachers require to plan the question carefully. Further, he argues that when a teacher employs questions effectively, students will discover that question is very beneficial learning tool. According to Xuerong (2012) and Walsh (2011), questioning strategies are classified into two categories: the strategy of question-planning and question-controlling. The strategy of question-planning has a purpose to classify problems to produce response, better comprehend learners’ understanding, and encourage for further discussions. Moreover, “question-controlling strategies are procedures used by teachers to ask questions in the classrooms in order to distribute turn-taking and encourage participation” (Rido, 2017:27).

In the classroom communication, there is a substantial amount of inquiring performances for facilitating students to react the questions of teachers and provoke their thoughtful skill. For instance, Cole & Chan (1987) recommend five questioning techniques: pausing, changing level of cognitive demand or question switching, rephrasing, providing additional information and prompting. Meanwhile Ellis (1994), Richard (1990), and Thomas (1987) propose five techniques of questioning, namely, rephrasing, repetition, simplification, probing, and decomposition. Similar to Wu (1993), she described that the teachers exploited five questioning schemes when no reply was”approaching. They were: rephrasing, simplification, repetition, decomposition (breaking down an initial question into several parts, and probing).
In delivering the questions toward the students, the teachers also need good speaking skill. “Speaking is a productive language skill” (Siahaan, 2008:95). It means that speaking is a skill of someone that is understood by other speakers in producing sounds that exists at the meaning of someone’s talks, so that a good communication is created by them. Brown (2001) stated that someone can carry on a moderate conversation expertly when he can speak a language. Rehearsal opportunities, tasks and various elements of language activation.” ”Those are provoke the students to gain smoothly phrases and words employing without a lot of intentionally thought” (Harmer, Jeremy: 2017, 123). The teacher provides stimuli and sufficient time in making the students talk a lot is as first criteria of a good teaching speaking activity is. Thus, the teacher is not the only dominant here. Besides, a minority talkative participants do not dominate then opportunity to express and increase contributions and equalised are independently allocated in each talk of classroom is as the second criteria.

Moreover, as the third statement of successful speaking activity that should be emphasized by the teacher: highly motivated of the students. They are so excited to express and concerned in, because of the interesting material or topic, or likely they need to provide to accomplish an objective of assignment or because they are concerned in technique that teacher uses.

Furthermore, a successful speaking activity uttered in a Course in Language Teaching is as the fourth criteria: language is of an acceptable level. It means, when the students are stating in appropriate language and undoubtedly to understandable each other, they comprehend each speech. Hence, it is able to imply that they speak throughout adequate level of language accuracy (Ur, 1996). Furthermore, the questioning strategies delivered by the teachers should be related toward the classroom discourses. In the classroom discourse, it explores teaching exercises and practices among students and teachers (Hasan, 2013). In classroom language learning based, the interaction can be stimulated from many accomplishments, for instances group discussion, pair work and also by giving questions.

C. METHODOLOGY

This study used qualitative study to prepare effective and reasonable description of the teachers’ approaches of questioning applied by english teachers. The design of qualitative research accomplished to create the results be displayed descriptively to get a clear description of teachers’ questioning strategy to be analyzed in accordance with the original data in a systematic and factual. The method of qualitative employed to catch in complexity assessment
dispensing with the matter (Creswell, 2012) which in this circumstance teachers’ questioning approach.

The study participants were two English teachers which each of them is from different school (state and private school) and different university graduation were included in this study. The researcher examined the approaches of questioning employed by the educators in explaining the learners in practicing the various strategies, different background and different experiences in teaching based on several considerations why the subjects were chosen.

In this study, the data were represented starting audio records of two teachers. The data were included uttered reports obtained from the teachers practices in the classroom interaction. For about 60 minutes the lesson ran. Two approaches were exercised to gather the data. The first is from the classroom. Audio-records were applied in getting the teachers’ questioning approaches and learners’ uttered reports in the classroom observations. The sheets of examination were also exploited to note down every behavior that applied by the teachers’ and learners’ during the class regarding the questioning approach of teachers and students’ uttered reports. The second is from interviews. Interviews were done with two English teachers. It aimed to discover or investigate their views to the questioning approach of teachers to employ the learners’ uttered reports. Both English teachers were interviewed before and after the classroom observation held.

Then, the data were analyzed by four steps. According to Miles, Huberman, and Saldana (2014), there are four steps in analyzing the data, they are data condensation, data coding, and conclusion drawing. The first, all activities in the classroom were observed and recorded by the researcher. Then, the recorded utterances data were transcribed into the written forms. After that, enumerate the questioning approach established on teachers communicated to the learners afterward, categorized and normalized the data by utilizing coding. Then, the researcher analyzed the data about the questions given and how the learners answered to the explanations to exemplify the questioning methods employed in the classroom by the teachers. In conclusion, analyzed the data to know the questions applied in maintaining the classroom communication.

D. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This results display three questioning methods that mostly applied by English teachers in this study offered by Cole & Chan (1987). They are prompting, rephrasing, and providing additional information. Prompting strategy is a strategy utilized in implementing communication interventions with others directly. The strategy of promptings are able to
respond quickly done by the students. As stated by Mousavi (2018) in learning English is effective when applying questioning strategy both in long or short terms. So, it shows that the strategy of prompting is very good to be applied in teaching and learning process to invite the learners’ activeness.

Teacher A:

T: “How do you know the letters types?” (meeting 1:13)
Ss: “Two, dua Mom!”
S2: “There are two, Mom!”

The example above, the prompting strategy applied by the teacher to ask the question with display question. The materials were asked by the teacher whether they knew or not about it by applying the strategy of prompting question. The prompting method were in the bold forms of teacher’s utterances. This strategy is effective for the students in responding the question faster.

T: “For the first, in writing letter, what should we do?”
Ss: “Date sir...!”
S4: “We should write the date!”

For this example, in getting the responses from the students, the examiners applied the questions of display. The educator applied the questionings of prompting method to obtain the learners’ idea greater meanwhile applied in other questions too. In the same way, to call the learners’ involvement in performing the feedback, the teacher applied the strategy of prompting questions.

Moreover, Rephrasing became the second questioning strategies mostly used by both of English teachers at schools. In other way, to ensure that the learners comprehend or not, this strategy must be applied.

The next questioning strategy is changing the level of cognitive demand employed by the private school teacher. For example:

T: “What do you know about the letter of electronic, Husna?”
S9: “.........” (silence).
T: “Husna, what is your belief concerning an electronic letter?”
S9: “It is online letter.”

The case in this example, for the first, the question was given by the teacher, unfortunately the learners did not find yet the question performed purpose. It made the learners did not understand so that they can not give a response. To ease the students easy to
understand the questions, the teacher should change it by switching the questions given in order that they gave a response to the question.

In a different way, providing additional information strategy applied by the teacher. As an example:

T: “........as we learned, can you mention the types of the letter, ?”
S5: “yes sir, formal, informal and semi-formal letter” (Meeting 1: 48-49)

The additional information was given by the teacher in this meeting to explain the students before answer the question. It will make the learners understood because the teacher gave the information at the first time. Besides, this strategy helped the teacher to invite the learners’ interaction the classroom.

The strategy of pausing is also applied by the teacher to ease the student in understanding the materials. Below is the example:

T: “How do you know the systematic of the leatter?”
Ss: “emmmm.........” (no answer)
S1: “Two sir, three sir”

After analyzing the example above, it can be said that the students’ understanding will be known when applying pausing strategy. In this case, the display type questions was used by the teacher.

Rephrasing is the last strategy that applied by the teacher to increase the learners’ comprehending when they confused to the questions given by the teachers. In the rephrasing strategy, the teacher replaced the type of question grade to maka the students easier in giving the responses to the questions.

T: “Akbar, what is your opinion?”
S8: “Sorry sir, what does it mean?”
T: “Which ones do you like, do you like an online letter?”
S8: “Of course sir., I like better online”.

For this case, applying rephrasing strategy is effective to help the students in understanding the purpose of the questions given by the english teacher. Meanwhile to see the students’ ability toward the material given, the teacher applied a display question in giving the question. Thus, in order that the learners comprehended and responded easily toward the question given, the rephrasing strategy is applied by the teacher in learning process.

Established on the results and investigation concerning the students’ responses at different schools in the classroom, the teachers are able to ilustrate numerous changes results in applying the methods. The state students have changes results balanced with the students
of a private students in responding to the methods of questions applied by the teachers. Moreover, it happened at each meeting that it is caused by several factors, such as classroom conditions, the kinds of questioning strategies, and question types.

The students of state school have different methods in responding the teacher’s question types applied in the classroom interaction. For instance, the students gave various responses when the teacher applied any strategy of questions. The students tended to respond to the questions based on what they know from their knowledge.

S2: “...Due’ mom!” (meet 1:14)

From the example, the learners answered what they know because they have limited knowledge or they still don’t understand toward the questions. Comparably, the students will give different responses although the questions strategy was same but the questions type is different.

In addition, the other questions strategy that also important is changing the level. Usually, the professional teacher also practiced this strategy to help the students difficulties when giving the types of question. To ease the students in understanding the questions, the changing level strategy is needed to applied by the teacher to give explanation toward the questions before.

T:“What is the feature of E-Mail, do you know it?”

SsS:“......“(Silence). (3:98)

In this example, when the students were silence, the teacher must change the level of the question in order that the students easy to respond, because in the example above the learners did not understand. So, the different strategy should be given in this case.

The next strategies of questions that applied by the teacher is providing additional information. The teacher practiced providing additional information strategy to help the learners in responding the question when they found the difficulties about the materials.

S5:“Yes me sir, informal, semi-formal and formal” (Meet 1:49)

It can be explained, before asking the question to the learners, it is better for the teacher to give the additional informations first then giving the question. So, the responses that given by the student will be better when the display question given by the teacher.

The last is rephrasing strategy. This strategy helped the students in understading the meaning of the questions because they can answer the questions easier.

T:“What is your opinion Akbar?”

S8:“Sir, what does it mean”. (meet 2: 86-87)
In this example the students asked the teacher about the purpose the meaning of the question maybe because the students still did not understand the content of the questions given.

Based on the analysis results toward the students’ responses at state and private school above can be concluded there are several differences results from the strategies used by the teachers. The students of state school has different results compared with the students of private school in responding the questioning strategies applied by the. Moreover, it happened at each meeting that it is caused by several factors, such as classroom condition, the kinds of questioning strategies and questions types.

The students’ responses of state school were engaged on discovering the most effective strategy that used by the teacher in seeing the students’ reactions in employing the strategy of questions. Moreover, the students also give good responses after given rephrasing strategy based on the findings while providing additional information make the students of state school comprehended the teachers’ questions. Based on the data collected analysis throughout students’ responses, several of students of state school were found really helped after the teacher gave rephrasing strategy and providing additional information toward the misunderstanding the questions and finding the correct responses. It is different condition of students of private school that were more passive in the classroom. In concerns to the learners’ responses concerning the employment of questioning strategies, the students gave better responses after given questioning strategies in comprehending the teacher’s questions. The students of private school were easier to understand when the teacher gave display questions than referential questions. More than it, the students were helped in obtaining their conviction to express their ideas verbally by employing since several questions strategies, such as prompting, providing additional information, rephrasing, and pausing. Those strategies are able to construct the confidence of students in providing the responses. Furthermore, the students’ responses toward the teachers’ questions used more short answers in the teaching and learning process.

From the results above, the teachers applied five different strategy of questions, some common responses which occurred in the classroom interaction were regularly used display questions type because the teachers both at state and private schools used more display questions than referential questions. So, the students responded more by using display questions to answer the questions. Moreover, when the teacher applied several important questions for the students, they can give more answers and longer responses. It means that
the students were more active in participating and answering the teachers’ questions in the classroom activities. They were helped and understand the questions given by the teacher that used different questioning strategies. So, the questioning strategies used by the teacher had improved the students speaking competence.

For the teachers’ reasons, to improve the interaction of the students in the classroom, the teacher should applied specific issues. The teacher practiced numerous kinds of questions to promote the participation of the students in the classroom, the questions “how, what, why” as types of referential questions. One of the teachers methods to promote the students’ participation is applying display and referential questions in helping the students in responding their questions. So, the learners participated actively and responded the questions well after the teachers applied this question strategies.

Additionally, sometimes the same questions were repeated by the teacher when giving the questions for the students to see the understanding of the students related toward the questions given before. When the learners did not understand still, so the teacher repeated and change the level of question to be easier. Example below is as the reasons:

I: “When the student cannot answer the questions, what do you do?”
T: “Repeat the questions by applying simple of questions, when the students still do not understand, I change the level questions”.
(teacher of state school: 23-24)

For this case, when the student cannot answer the question, the teacher change the level question to be more simple so that the student understand. But sometimes the students still did not catch the purpose of the questions, in this case the teacher sometimes must translate the questions into Indonesian in order that the student can find the answer.

However, the teacher at private school had different view related to the results obtained when applying the strategies of questions in practicing toward the learners. In his statement, when the teacher applied interesting and fun method in teaching, the learners were more active to participate in the classroom interaction. In addition, when the teacher applied the referential and complex questions, the learners were active to participate asking and responding the questions in the classroom teaching. To motivate the learners’ participation in exploring their idea, the teacher applied a display and a referential question.

Furthermore, the same questions usually needed to be repeated by the teacher also to see the students’ responses. Besides, it was done to see whether they understood or not related to the materials. In motivating the learners of private school, the teacher had various strategies to keep the participation in the classroom. For example, the teacher asked the simple and easy
materials to invite the learners’ interaction, then the teacher gave higher level of questions. The condition of learners in responding the questions is different. The strategies of questions is applied by the teachers to help the learners in learning english and to teach the learners easier in accepting the materials. When the teachers applied difficults strategy in giving the material, the students will find many difficulties. In addition, the teacher in applying the strategies of questions should see the students’ condition first, because the level of students’ knowledge is also different. So, the teacher should give the good strategies in order that the learners understand the questions given.

The questions strategies applied have advantegs and disadvantages related with the teachers’ application. The results of applying questioning strategies was eliciting the learners’ in participating the classroom interactions because the students were more active and they responded the questions more convinced. In actual fact, the learners got many improvement after the teachers applying the strategies they practiced in the classroom related to the materials given. In addition, the learners’ eager and motivation were improved compared before giving the questions strategies. The strategies gave time to provide the students to respond the questions better because they had the reasons to give answer when the students found difficulties and did not understand toward the questions. So, they still had a time to prepare it by applying various and good strategies.

Meanwhile in formulating the questions to be more creative that can be applied in the classroom became the problems for the teachers. The teacher applied the questioning stratgies as creative as possible in teaching the students. As stated by Rismayanti (2018) that a response that is followed by person to whom engaged is a part of the uttered expression question. Moreover, it is also correlated to the questions types that are employed by the teachers as the reasons and significances in inviting the students’ participation. In addition, to apply the strategies of questions in the classroom acticity, the teachers should provides numerous substantial approaches. It is very important to see the learners’ level of language mastery in giving the questions strategies. Thus, the teachers are supposed to understand well the their students’ character and knowledge level in order that the teacher can give appropriate questions strategies to the learners based on the learners’ language mastery. Timing became significance strategy in giving question. The time allocated in the class activity is extremely incomplete, hence the teacher needs to consider applying it astutely so that the other accomplishments that had been designed can be accomplished efficiently in the classroom.
E. CONCLUSION

This study found that questioning strategies skill would give important impact in enhancing the responses of learners’ verbal communication in the learning process. The use of questioning strategies in the classroom can organize the lectures, lead the learners concerning a individual reaction and encourage interfaces. It can be revealed that the questioning strategies application give chances for the learners to communicate the ideas. In fact, in teaching english subject particularly speaking competences, both teachers that taught at different school were competent and talented. They practiced several endeavour and applied strategies of question in improving their skill.

The teachers should plan their questions to ensure that they match the teachers’ pedagogical goals. They should also ask questions which require students to engage in various kinds of verbal responses which help promote students’ learning. Next, as not all students are able to respond to all questions, teachers should nominate volunteers because this gives opportunity for other students to respond to teachers’ questions. Teachers should also help students formulate questions and make time for students’ questions as this facilitates learning and demonstrates a higher level of engagement.

In short, the researcher illustrated that in inviting several questions, teacher regularly applied inviting for interpretation or confirmation in asking the responses. When the students didn’t catch the teachers explanation, they usually employed asking for evaluation that were using when students occasionally practice English and the teachers corrected the students’ pronunciation, whether it was good or not in EFL.
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